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SUMA.RY
A hybrid simulation study has been conducted in which I4 descent performance
is compared for three altitudes (33, 24, and 15,000) which are functions of
the antenna position at which the radar starts to update the LGC altitude.
The radar altitude measurements are made over a realistic lunar terrain
model. The L;i velocity is assumed to be exact, i.e., no velocity updates
required. The altitude measurement to the terrain. is assumed to be an
exact measurement, and is either (1) independent -f the radar antenna
position, or (2) dependent in that the rleasuremen-u is not available if the
range beam is within 50
 of zero doppic	 Additional parameters of variation
include an LGC altitude error of _+3500 t't an_I a constant throttle thr^ast
output variation of +2%.
The performance characteristics considered in the comparison were (1) charac-
teristic velocity, (2) the vehicle pitch attitude excursions prior to high
Cate, and (3) the visibility time after high gate.
An analysis is made that relates the critical radar conditions of zero
doppler and beam incidence for various antenna positions to the simulation
results obtained with a perfect radar.
The results of this study revealed: (1) the radar should provide continuous
updating of altitude frora at least a time-to-go to high gate of 125 seconds;
(2) the radar antenna position of 40 degrees that was designed for reception
of both radar altitude and velocity Measurements prior to high gate does not
provid, satisfactory altitude data due to zero doppler. For reception of
rrdr.r , ltitude or_ly prior to nigh gate, an optimum antenna position should
exist between 20 and 40 degrees. With an antenna position of 240
 prior to
high gate (present evaluation by GAEL as best position) a loss of altitude
data due to zero doppler could occur if the following three conditions are
encountered:
a. Altitude updating is restricted to a starting time-to-go to high
gate of about 120 sec due to terrain uncertainty at tl,e ranges for Tgo > 120.
b. The throttle down tame occurs at about the same time (110).
C. A navigation error of 3 - 4000 ft which produces a vehicle low
condition.
(3) A minimum throttle down (from constant throttle to throttleable region)
time of about 40 seconds (Tgo to high gate) may be required to prevent loss
of radar altitude data due to high beam incidence angle.
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2I NTRODUCT?ON
For 12.1 descent to a lunar landing site an aim point celled nigh gate is
used which is approximately 6 n ni from the landing site. The LM gUdance
system flies the vehicle to that point in a near fuel on,imun Tanner by
arplying the thrust vector approximately against the LM velocity ;sector.
After reaching high gate a non-optimum type approac'', then provides pi.iot
visibility of the landing site. To obtain the proper visibility profi-1c
from high gate to the landing site, the aim point. conditions of altitude
and velocity at high gate muse be achieved. This requires then that the
landing radar update the LGC computed state vector (upon width the guidan^^a
system is operating) prior to high gate. To investigate the effects of
the starting point (time or altitude) in the descent at wh ,ch the landing
radar starts to update the LC7 altitude, a study was cor_ducted using the
Guida%ce and Control Division hybrid larding siruuiation. This starting
point is a f eiction of antenna position, An analysis is made that relal.as
the critical radar conditions of zero dcpple.r and beam incidence at whic'11
radar data might be lost fc r various antenna posit;_uiis to the sir. alation
results obtained with a perfect radar.
DESCNSPTION OF SIMMLATION
A detailed description of the hybrid simulation with quadratic 1-GC commarnd
logic is conta.1ned in references 1 and 2. Only the radar model character-
istics will be presented in this report because a detailed radar m.,ath model
was not simulated.
Lunar Terrain - The simulated terrain is shown on figure 2. This is equi-
valent to the terrain model T-7 of reference 3. The terrain altitude is
the deviation of the surface about, a sphere that Contains the landing site.
The magnitude of simulated radar altitude measurement was the distance
from the IN vehicle at any time to the surface along the local. vertical.
The landing site, at 0,0 on figure 2, was at the same point on the terrain
for all runs investigated.
Navigation Error - The effects of altitude error only were considered in
this study, The LGC computed velocity was assumed to be ex-act, and did
not require radar updating. An altitude error of _+3500 ft was investigated.
This error was inserted into the simulation by a ,shift of the whole terrain
profile (fig 2) e:_ther up or down by 3500 ft. This shift is referred to as
an (h-bias) - notO that a +(h-bias) produces a vehicle low condition. The
magnitude of 3500 ft is in the neighborhood of a two to three sigma naviga-
tion error.
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Radar Altitude Updating The point in the powered descent at which the
re.dar signal becomes strong enough to lock on and provide altitude data
for updatinE; the LGC computed altitude is dependent on the radar antenna
position. The esti--aces of the radar acquisition altitude as a functio:i
of the antenna position from reference 4 that was assumed in this study
is shown on the table of figure 1. The logic used was that the radar
updates ( hL = W(hPj AF - hLGC ) started wren the LG.0 altitude reached
a specified V^Hue. The sampling and updating rate was every two seconds
with the weighting function (W) as indicated in the note of table I. Be-
sides the acquisition altitude, the only other dependence of radar alti-
tude on antenna position was that the updatine was inhibited whenever the
altimeter bean was within 50 of zero doppler, where zero doppler occurs
when the beam is perpendicular to the velocity vector.
Thrust Profiles - From the start of powered descent at t=0 the guld.nce
system operates with a constant throttle setting (92-21p) until the LGC
command thrust gets less than_ 53%, at which point the engine can then be
throttled. The thrust variation tilat can occur for the constant throttle
setting can have a significant effect on the descent trajectory and on the
time at which throttling occurs. A nominal thrust profile of (9 7/00 + 1.2t)
was assumed, and high (+2^) and low (-21, ) thrust profiles were investigated.
The high profile was the nominal +1z at t.-0 and no:aii:al -f-2 l at t--Z+00 sec.
The low was -1-2 to -212,x. For the initial and target conditions used in
this study, and for zero terrain and altitude error, the throttle down
times for the high a;nd low thrust profiles were t,;---110 and 20 seconds be-
fore high gate respectively.
TEST FROGR.LM
Test runs with radar updating of altitude over a terrain model were floc.
from the start of powered descent at pericynthion to a hover altitude of
110 ft over the landing site. The initial conditions at pericynthion for
each run were identical relative to the LGC state vector, i.e., the LGC
computed trajectory between pericynthion and the radar acquisition alti-
tude was dependent only on the thrust profile. Fran radar acquisition to
hover the trajectory was then dependent on she conditions viewed by the
radar. A series of 24 runs were made from all combinations of the follow-
ing parameters of variation:
•	 Radar acquisition altitudes - start of LGC altitude updates.
1. 33,000 ft
2. 24,000
3. 5,000
Thrust profiles
1. TH - thrust high an average of +2%
2. TL - thrust low an average of -2p
i4
Navigation altitude errors - landing site altitude uncertainty
1. VH - vehicle high 3500 ft, hSIAS = -3500
2. VL - vehicle low 3500 ft, hBIAS = +3500
Radar lock-on logic
1. Inhibit update when altimeter beam within 0 of zero
doppler, i.e., inhibit when +8
	
p < 50 (see fic, 1).
The antenna position .s zero	 02 P = 20) after
high gate for all cases.
2. Perfect radar - no loss of data.
In addition, two runs were made for each thrust profile, TH & TL, for
zero terrain deviation and navigation error.
DISGLUSSION OF RESULTS
General
1'he performance data of the simulated runs are presented on table I.
Of the set of twelve runs performed with a perfect radar (no loss of data),
only one of the runs when repeated with the zero doppler drop out logic
was affected by the logic. Therefore, the 12 rows of data on table I
represent 23 runs. The run which lost radar data after acquisition iF
shown on the 13th row of the table.
The simulated runs were performed on the basis of three different alti-
tudes (function of antenna position) at which radar altitude updating
were to start. The significant parameter of interest, though, is the
time-to-go (Tao) to high gate at which the u pdating starts. The reason
is that, the nominal descent trajectory (h vs t) can be redesigned, as it
has been since this study was performed, such that a given altitude can
occur at a larger Tgo. This can be seer. on figure 5 (kl+2318 used in this
study). The larger the time that the syst^m has to take out an altitude
error, the smaller effect a given altitude error will have on the vehicle
pitch attitude profile (9 vs t). This implies then that if the start of
updating is satisfacto-y at 24,000 ft (or 125 sec) based on trajectory
42.318, then the start of updating should be satisfactory at 20,000 ft
•	 (or 125 sec) based on trajectory 472285. The updating time (2nd column
of table I) will then be referred to in the discussion of performance.
The performance characteristics presented on table I are (1) a character-
istic velocity (G V) comparison which is a measure of the effect on the
whole trajectory. Iv`ote that the L V difference due to thrust profile
is not included on the table; i.e., the A V for each radar updating condi-
tion is compared with the A V for the no terrain, no navigation error
with the same thrust profile. (2) The pilot visibility time of the land-
ing site, which is a measure of effect after high gate. Note that ideally
the high gate aim conditions will always be achieved so that the pilot
AA,  
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would have 130 sec (for this trajectory) of visibility time. And
(3), the pitch attitude variation prior to high gate. Large variR-
tions might cause loss of radar data.
STP-T OF RkDAR ALTITUDE UPDATING
Performance Comosrison (perfect radar) - The obvious expectation of
performance would be that the soone. • the altitude updating starts
the lower the effect would be on pitch attitude and characteristic
velocity, because the system would have more time to take out altitude
error. This expectation proves to be true on table I for A& for all
cases. The A V is also smaller for larger update times in the region
Tgo = 120 to 180 seconds. But note that for both THVL (thrust high,
vehicle low) and iZVL, the A V is smaller for the 50-65 sec cases
than the 12.0-124 sec cases. For THVL, 50 seconds of visibility was
lost after high gate. This suggests that the high gate velocity con-
dition was not met, and the higher velocity proluced a more efficient
trajectory, but degraded visibility. Because of this loss of visi-
bility, and because of the excessive A V penalty of 121-180 ft/see fDr the
vehicle high condition, the updating time from 50-65 sec is deemed as
unacceptable.
For the start of updating times of 120-125 sec, an improvement of visi-
bility time from 2 to 15 sec was obtained for all cases. But because
of the tendency of increased t, V (about 40 f t/scc) , this time period
might be considered aS near miniraum for the start of radar altitude
updating.
MAXIP1 114 UPDATE TIME - TFRRAIN UNCE TAI147Y
The question of whether or not a maximum update time should exist can-
not be answered in this report, but the problem will be presented. The
performance data of table I shows that the start of updating at 180 sec
from high gate is better than the lower tires. This is an obvious solu-
tion if terrain uncertainty is not considered. At 180 sec from high
•	 gate, the range from the target for either trajectory on figure 5 would
be about 50 n mi. But note that for the terrain model used in this study
(fig 2), the terrain was known to only 25 n mi, and was therefore pro-
,:	 grained to be a level 1650 ft at range greater than 25 n mi. If for an
actual LM landing site the orbiter data can provide terrain profiles to
50 or 60 n mi, then a study of that site could be made to determine if a
maximum update time would exist. In such a study though, the general
terrain slope• uncertainty of the orbiter data (rotation of a gi.ven ter-
:t •ain profile about the landing site) must be considered.
i
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6ANALYSIS OF RADAR ATITKTNA POSITION
The performance data discussed so far has been related to antenna
position only through the time at which radar altitude acquisition
occurs. Once the updating started the radar measurement to the ter-
rain w=as a perfect measurement, except for just one run that lost
data due to zero doppler. For these runs the proximity of the radar
altimeter beam (prior to high gate) to the conditions of zero doppler
and maximum incidence angles will be investigated for two antenna
positions.
t
The pitch attitude and altitude profiles versus Tgo to high gate for
the 400 and 200 antenna positions are shoum on figures 3 and 4. The
00 antenna position will not be discussed, for the perfect radar
performrnce (50-65 sec) has shown this position to be unacceptable.
In addition, the profiles for the runs made 'with zero terrain and
navigation error (TIM & TLTO) are included on -the figures.
Zero Doppler Eff;;ct - Zero doppler (no frequency shift of radar return
signal - or a zero velocity measurement of velocity radar beam) occurs
on a radar beam when the beam is perpendicular to the vehicle velocity
vector. The type of radar altimeter being used for 124 requires a com-
pensation of the range measurement due to velocity along the range
beem. A zero doppler problem reSLIlts then, not from the h-bed?m being
at zero doppler for zero compensation would be required there, but
from the loss of track of the rear velocity radar beams (which would
be used for compensation) as zero doppler is approached (low signal
to noise ratio due to low ,elocity measurement). This loss of coni-
pensation would result in a large range measurement error, and there-
fore would probably require a program logic which prevents updating
when the beam is near zero doppler. A proximity of 50 was assumed
in this simulation, but data from GAEC (deta "Ied radar model) indi-
cates it may be as large as 10 to 150 . The zero doppler altim--ter
problem r_ay possibly be eliminated by performing the compensation
within the LGC rather than at the radar, but this analysis will assume
the problem still exists.
The vehicle pitch attitude at any time at which the altimeter beam
would be at zero doppler can be found as A ZD = Y +f (reference fig. 1).
•	 For each run shown on figure 3 the bottom zero doppler da3hed line is
dra.,m. On figures 3a to c it is evident that a 40 antenna position
(P = 600 ) would not be satisfactory due to zero doppler. Even the con-
,	 dition of zero error (fig 3a) for TH reached zero doppler. The TI-IVH on
fig-3b was the run of line 13 on table I. This run lost 80 seconds
worth of update due to being within 5 0 of zero doppler (note that
&V increased to 165). It is the dip in & at about Tgo = 110 sec for
'III (throttle down point) that forced THVH into zer o doppler region.
The curves of fig c. got close, but not quite, to 5 of zero doppler,
and therefore did not lose data in the simulation, but they would have
with the band at 100
 instead of 50 . The closest approach to zero
doppler for the 200
 anten^,a position was about 10 0
 for the THVL (fig 3e) .i
_J
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7GAEC has recently evaluated and given a preliminary recommendation of
a 240 antenna position. Their evaluYtion was based on a trajectory
similar to (`472285 of fig 5, which (with radar acquisition of 26,000 ft
= h) would provide 9 profiles more like fig 3c due to a longer updatg
time. If the zero doppler curves of fig 3e are si,i-fted up 40 (to 24 )
and compared with 9 of fig 3c, a margin of about 20o from zero doppler
is found. The 240 position, therefore, looks good ii the updating can
start at T = 180 sec. But as suggested in this report, a maxL.-a=. up-
date time Ffy be necessary due to terrain uncer tainty. If this maximum
time were 125 seconds, the e profile of fig 3e wot1d be expected. THVL
would then be within 5° of zero doppler. 'I'hs point being made is that
a maximum update time, if it exist, can have an effect on the design cf
antenna position.
YAxi.mu: Incidence Angle - The maximum angle of the radar altitude beam
from the local vertical is defined by the minimum signal to noise (SIN)
ratio for =aintaining both of the rear radar beams. The S/N is a very
complex function of vehicle attitude, altitude, and velocity. For the
purpose of analysis, a simplifying assumption w
	
avill be made that the m-
imun radar beam incidence angle (Er--ax) or max vehicle attitude is a
function of altitude only. Some
	 obtained from GAEC with their
detailed radar math model on Bmax for a specific run will be shown for
comparison.
For a given trajectory a Bmax vs h curve can be constructed from the
acquisition data tabulated in figure 1, because acquisition occurs when
the Bmax curve is crossed. For a given trajectory where 9 and h are
known, Bmax can be found as B m---x = 9 - P . For this analysis the
trajectory described as THVO will be assumed for the construction of
the figure 4f (solid line) curve. Now based on tie assumption that
figure 4f is valid for all the trajectories irvestigated, the maximum
9 at any brie top dashed line plots on figures 3) can be found as
&max(t) = Bma h) + f . 
_r'hes p Mots of Pmax , although not c act in
magnitude, provide an indicatioi, of the shape of 9mx vs time, and F-.n
indication of the effect that terrain and navigation error have on the
&max curve. The most recent data from GAEC' s detail radar math model
shows Pmax curves as indicated by t'ie dotted lines on figure 4f. The
dotted line 6Max curves on figures ,3d & e, constructed from the GAEC Buax
curve, show about a 200
 wider margin for maximum pitch attitude.
Lowering the anterma position irapr3ves the zero doppler margin, but
degrades the maximum incidence margin. The TLVL was the worst condi- -
s	 tion encountered, figure 3e, on incidence angle for the 20 0 antenna
position. The assumed &mix curve snows that data would be lost at
about Tgo = 40 sec, whereas the GAEC curve shows the TLVL to be marginal.
Relating the results of this study to a 24 0 antenna position two factors
are considered. As discussed under the zero doppler effect, with tale
240
 antenna position and updating starting at 180 sec from iiigh gate,
the expected e profile fcr TLVL would be mire in line with that of
l	 figure 3c than 3e. 'For this case a 15 0 margin from maximum incidence
would exist. But if a maximum update time of P')out 125 sec due to
i
i
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terrain uncertainty is required,
figure 3e could exist for TLVL.
tion would be to increase (by ei.m
which throttlin; can occur. Note
was caused by throttling down et
throttle doom of, say, Tgc = 40 w
3c would be lowered away from the
then the = rginal condition of
A possible solution to this condi-
point design) the minimum Tgo at
on figure 3a the A peak at Tgo = 25
that time for TL. If a minimum
ere used, then the B peak on figure
raximum incidence curve.
CONCLUDIP.G RaiARKS
Radar Altitude Undue Start TLme
Updates st<<arting, at 50-65 sec frors high gate
either a d V penalty as high as 180 ft/sec,
of 50 sec after high gate. Updates starting
factory for visibility, but require about 40
date: starting at 180 sec.
are unacceptable due to
r a visibility time loss
at 120-125 sec are satis-
ft/sec more 6 V than up-
An antenna position of 21;0 , with estimated radar altitude acquisition
at h = 26 1 000 ft, could provide a start of updating at about 200 sec
from high gate or 60 n mi from the landing site. A specification for
a maximum time to start updating might be required because of terrain
uncertainty at this large range of 60 n mi.
Antenna Po sition
If the zero doppler problem can be eliminated from the radar altitude
measurement by compensation of h in the 1 GC based on computed velocity,
then a large antenna position, i.e., 40 0 , prior to high gate would be
desirable for radar velocity acquisition prior to high gate. The follow-
ing remarks assume, though, that compensation of h will be based on
radar measured velocity (rear beams).
j	 A 400 antenna position prior to high gate is unsatisfactory due to Loss
of rear beam velocity data due to zero doppler.
A 240
 antenna position would be satisfactory if the updating of h starts
at 180-200 sec from high gate. But, if the max in-rum update time requires
limiting to about 125 sec, due to terrain uncertainty, then further
evaluation of this 240
 antenna position should be made for (1) zero
doppler loss of data for a THVL (thrust high and vehicle low due to
navigation error) condition, and (2) maximum incidence loss of data for
a TLVL condition - any problem encountered here could be alleviated by
restricting the minimum throttle down time for TL to about 40 sec from
high gate,,
-...ate---	 _._	
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